
Prophets # 197 (cont.) 318.

not seem exactly accurate to say 150 years later than Isaiah to say that Isaiah said. it.

Now in Matt. 8:l we find there that Matt. is again speaking. Jeue cured sickenesses

in order to fulfill what the prophet Isa. said and is towards tie end of the so called

2nd Isaiah. Now if these quotations were from what everyone says is Isaiah, you might

say that they don't prove anything but these are from t}' p4.i'ticn of the book tnat comes

from the great unknown author, as the critics say. I doesn't say that it might be ful

filled as found in the scro&1 of Isaiah but which was spoken by Isaiah the prophet and.

if he didn't then here is definitely a lie. Matt. 12:17--this may be Matt. again speaking

an here again we have not what was written in the hook but which was spoken by Isaiah

and is quoted from Isa. 42--from 2nd Isaiah so-called. att._13:13--we fina in this case

that the :,rd Himself is speaking--In them is fulfilled the prophecy of Isaiah and is

quoted from Isa. 6, tbc last part. Then we have one You hypocrites--well did Isaiah

prophesy--Isa. 29:13. Those are the quotations in Matt. that refer to Isaiah by name

though there are others. There are two by Christ in the first Isaiah ana. three by Matt.

from the so called 2nd Isaiah-first, middle and end. of it. Mark 1:2, 7:6--IsaIah the

prophet is mentioned. omeonc pointed out that in Matt. 3:3 something i uoted from

!4alachi also as well as Isaiah.

# 198 -- All from A-G for next Thursday. It is based upon Phiffer's Intro, to the0.T.

take pages 452 - +62--that is eleven pages which deals upon the date of Isa. '4O-66. There

are two things that I would like you to write up. (i) Briefly outline these pages and

give the gist of but you don't have to bother with who holds the views but simply what

views are held. (2) What is stated about th views of C.C.Torrey, Duhm, Marti, Kunen,

Mowinekel and Volz? Now there is no reason that this assignment should take more than

two hours but I would reccomend. you, in order to save time to do it this way. Take a

sheet of paper and put these names down on tha sheet of pa.pter and. then as you go

through making your outline, you simply mark against it the number of the page and I

imagine the page as divided up into ten parts --'4.55-5 means somewhere near the tidd.le but

if you do that as you do your outline, then it would be very simple to go back and. find

that Kunen is way dcwn on page --see what is stated about these men and outline the

pages briefly. The lessons for the same oup.s Isa. L2:6,7;14.9:l_6 in the Hebrew. Then
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